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Two simple observations

European Research 

Infrastructure

• European Research Infrastructures (ERIs) and contributing 

national scientific labs play a crucial, facilitating role in 

scientific research

• They also have extensive experience in working together 

on new technologies with industry, in particular Small and 

Medium sized Enterprises (SME)

• ERIs face continuous pressure from their funding 

authorities to improve this bridge, without compromising 

their primary research missions



Two simple observations

European Research 

Infrastructure

Large network with a substantial scientific and 

societal impact 



Knowledge is not cheap. The world spends more than $1 trillion 

a year on research and development, including basic research. 

The biggest projects —“research infrastructures” like particle 

accelerators and DNA databases — carry correspondingly big 

price tags.

ITER, the experimental, international fusion reactor in the south 

of France, is taking years and more than €13 billion to build. 

The Square Kilometer Array, the world’s biggest radio 

telescope now under development in South Africa and other 

southern countries, will cost well more than €1.5 billion.

It’s all great science, no doubt. But is it a great 

investment for society?





Capacitive touch screen—A key invention in 1973, introduced into CERN 

control systems in 1976, but now used on billions of smart phones and tablets 

world-wide.

Pharmaceuticals—Five of the top 20 drugs in use in the world today were 

developed using synchrotrons.

Scratch-resistant eyeglasses—Developed by NASA to provide scratch-proof 

coatings for astronauts’ visors, most eyeglasses now feature it.

WiFi—The Fast Fourier Transformations technology at the core of most WiFi-

equipped devices—whether computers, tablets, mobile phones or others—was 

based on technology developed by Australian astronomers to study radiation 

from black holes.

Hypertext Markup Language—The key idea that transformed the academic 

Internet into the commercial World Wide Web came from CERN computing 

scientists trying to make it easier for physicists to interlink their documents.
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Two simple observations

European Industry

two different and somehow independent planets ?

• European Industry should be one of the key players on 
innovation ! It was true a few decades ago. Is it still the 
case?

• Innovation and high-end technology is slowly drifting  
towards small and medium-sized firms.

• Applied research is more natural in this environment. 
The market pressure is increasingly demanding!         IP 
issues are still very important and present.

• Basic research is still confined to the public sector. Just 
a few industries can afford it.



Our observations:

Basic  science is still a seed for major ideas in the field of 

innovation

The important public research network could be better 

integrated in the overall innovation picture, establishing a 

closer relation to the industrial R&D needs

Science works if it is open. Knowledge transfer could 

become more effective if it was open  Co-innovation

Co-innovating partners will identify common synergies and 

subsequently co-develop and co-implement projects 

leading to mutual benefits. 

From Open Science to Open Innovation



From Open Science to Open Innovation

• Frontier science needs to be open because it needs to 

engage the best minds in a transparent manner, 

wherever and whoever they are

• Open Science is not interested in “Incremental”
advancement

• Open Science is not challenged by the seemingly 

“Impossible”, either

• Instead, Open Science is driven by the “Unthinkable”

• The challenge thus is to capture and exploit the 

innovation opportunities generated by the push for the 

Unthinkable 



Some innocent considerations

• Europe is loosing the race on new technologies. Most of 

the new technologies have been exploited in the US or 

Asia (WWW, ICT,…. )

• New European ways need to be found to facilitate this 

co-innovation mode between the scientific R&D 

communities and industry to restore the European 

leading position

• Which fields to target first?

Sensors and imaging



Why Sensors and Imaging ?

Detection and Imaging Technologies are crucial enablers for all the converging 

technological families illustrated above. More importantly, they create bridges 

between them. In other words it will be difficult to think or foresee a future 

application, product or business targeting any upcoming Societal Challenge that 

is not enabled by cutting edge Detection and Imaging Technologies. 



Detection and Imaging Technologies are crucial enablers for all the converging 

technological families illustrated above. More importantly, they create bridges 

between them. In other words it will be difficult to think or foresee a future 

application, product or business targeting any upcoming Societal Challenge that 

is not enabled by cutting edge Detection and Imaging Technologies. 

Difficult to think on a technology not in connection with

Sensors and Imaging
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(breAkThrough innovaTion pRogrAmme for deteCtor / 

infrAstructure eCosysTem)



ATTRACT

• A proposal for a dedicated, interdisciplinary program 

within H2020 to co-develop with scientists and industry 

breakthrough sensor  & imaging technologies

• The purpose is to address demanding challenges in 

both science and societal needs in the domains of 

health, sustainable materials and information and 

communication technologies

• It involves the detector R&D community from many 

fields including eg. physics, astronomy, space 

exploration, nuclear engineering, medical imaging, 

related computing (ICT) and others



ATTRACT

European Research Infrastructures (ERIs) and 
contributing national labs are to play a crucial 
facilitating role

• co-developing technologies together with industry, 
with special attention to Small and Medium sized 
Enterprises (SME)

• creating an Ecosystem by connecting Open 
Science to Open Innovation

• proceeding in steps to build up a sustainable 
innovation system by 2020+ (www.attract-eu.org )

http://www.attract-eu.org/


ATTRACT main idea

• Build up a consortium of ERIs & industrial partners 

interested and specialized in sensor and imaging 

technology

• The consortium proposes to be mandated by EU in the 

framework of H2020 (initially) to:

• Define funding programs

• Organize open calls

• Monitor and peer review their execution

• Manage and administrate their execution



ATTRACT : 2 phases approach

FPA : EU Framework Partnership Agreements



“Mini” ATTRACT : 2 phases approach

Select and finance  ~100 promising 

breaking through proposals for a 

quick potential evaluation via an 

open  call:

- feasibility demonstrators

- at least one SME and 1 

ERI involved

Select and finance  ~10 of the best 

Phase 1 selected projects:

- 3-4 years of execution

- performance monitoring

- define an optimal model 

for      “maxi” ATTRACT



“Mini” ATTRACT phases 1 and 2 represent a new funding 

instrument that will help Horizon 2020 to deliver 

innovation. 

They are designed to streamline the value chain from the 

development of technologies towards their market 

application. 

Furthermore, ATTRACT incorporates the fundamental 

value of co-innovation through collaboration and 

competition which is essential for exploiting the untapped 

potential of ERI-SME-Large corporations. 

Public funding is used for ramping-up the ATTRACT 

initiative, thereby generating trust between ERIs-SMEs 

and large firms. 



Time scale proposed to EC



Summary

• “Mini” ATTRACT phases 1 and 2 represent a new funding instrument 

that will help Horizon 2020 to deliver innovation. 

• They are designed to streamline the value chain from the 

development of technologies towards their market application. 

• Furthermore, ATTRACT incorporates the fundamental value of co-

innovation through collaboration and competition which is essential 

for exploiting the untapped potential of ERIs-SMEs-Large 

corporations. 

• Public funding is used for ramping-up the ATTRACT initiative, 

thereby generating trust between ERIs-SMEs and large firms. 



From Open Science to 

(Open) Innovation

Markus Nordberg, Marzio Nessi (CERN)

IdeaSquare  



http://ideasquare.web.cern.ch/

http://ideasquare.web.cern.ch/


IdeaSquare

▪ Dedicated location at CERN that hosts detector upgrade/R&D projects 

and facilitates MSc-level student projects driven by Society Challenges

▪ Currently, IdSq has two EU-funded projects (TALENT, EDUSAFE) and a 

few suitable. More will follow shortly

▪ Testing the concept for ATTRACT-initiative (www.attract-eu.org)

▪ At present, IdeaSquare hosts and facilitates the 2nd Challenge Based 

Innovation course (CBI) for MSc-level, cross-disciplinary student teams 

interacting with researchers at CERN, with a human-centric approach

▪ When IdeaSquare is not in full use, it can also host short innovation 

events such as Hackathons (e.g. Tribeca, Port, HEAD), or contribute to 

special schools (e.g. OpenLab summer school)

▪ Activities are self-financed, CERN offers the basic infrastructure

▪ IdeaSquare is an innovation experiment by itself; first experiences to be 

reported to CERN management  in late 2015/early 2016

European Organization for Nuclear Research   Organisation européenne pour la recherche nucléaire 



What Are the Programs? 

European Organization for Nuclear Research   Organisation européenne pour la recherche nucléaire 

Level of complexity/required integration
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What is the Basic Principle of IdeaSquare? 

Industry

Young

researchers

Physicists

Engineers

Space

Student Teams 

(CBI)

Admin support 

(KT)

Workshops

Events

Technology

EU-funded projects (e.g. in 

ATLAS, CMS,…) …

… get support from CERN and 

elsewhere, to create new ideas

Contacts

Marketing

Feasibility 

Studies











CBI Process, Inspired by Design Thinking





• IdeaSquare web pages (under construction): cern.ch/ideasquare

• TALENT: http://talent.web.cern.ch/talent/

• Edusafe: http://edusafe.web.cern.ch/edusafe/site.php

• Indico pages: http://indico.cern.ch/category/5134/

• Our event calendar: 

https://mmm.cern.ch/owa/calendar/idea.s@cern.ch/Calendar/calendar.html

• CBI: http://www.cbi-course.com/) 

• Examples of Hackathons hosted:
– Tribeca: https://tribecafilminstitute.org/events/detail/tribeca_hacks_story_matter

– Port: http://theport.ch/

– HEAD: http://www.hesge.ch/head/

Links for More Info

http://talent.web.cern.ch/talent/
http://edusafe.web.cern.ch/edusafe/site.php
http://indico.cern.ch/category/5134/
https://mmm.cern.ch/owa/calendar/idea.s@cern.ch/Calendar/calendar.html
http://www.cbi-course.com/
https://tribecafilminstitute.org/events/detail/tribeca_hacks_story_matter
http://theport.ch/
http://www.hesge.ch/head/

